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REMARKS

Upon entry of this response, claims 1-9 and 2 J -24 wjj] be pending^ of which claims 1

and 21 are independent.

The Examiner has objected to the drawings and requested submission of new

corrected drawings. Attached hereto are four sheets of corrected drawings, which are in

compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d). No new matter has been added. Thus, Applicant requests

withdrawal of Examiner's objection to the Drawing Figures 1-4 as submitted.

The Examiner rejects Claims 1-3, 5-6 and 9 under 35 USC 102(b) asteing anticipated

by Chida 5,930,405. The Examiner rejects claims 4, 7-8 and 21 under 35 USC 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Chida in view of Freeman 5.396.284.

Applicant respectfully disagrees. More specifically Chida teaches that "a whole

image of low resolution is" captured and after a "predetermined time has passed, another

whole image of low resolution"' is captured. See col. J J lines 63-66. Chida teaches that these

two images "are compared and the differences between them are determined . . If thefe are

any differences, then the area "containing any difference is zoomed in . . . sensed at high

resolution, and inputted as an image section ." See col J2, lines 3-6(emphasis added). Once

the difference is identified, Chida teaches that the sections or areas of the image that differ,

which are the image sections, are obtained and the obtained differences are stored "instead of

storing the entire image" and "thereby reducing an amount of information to be stored." See

col 4 lines 6-J6 and col J2 lines 15-19. Thus, in accordance with the teaching of Chida only

the portion of the image (or image section) that differs is stored in order to reduce the amount

of data or information that needs to be stored. In contrast Applicant's claimed invention,

which is now more clearly defined and set forth in independent claims 1 and 21 , is directed at

storing data that "represents the plurality of the sequential frames stored at different

resolutions . .
." Thus. Chida' s teaching, which reduces the amount of information to be

stored by storing only a portion of a image or an image section, does not teach or suggest

Applicant's claimed invention which conserves data storage by storing data at different

resolutions.

Furthermore. Chida teaches that storage occurs only if there is a difference detected

and only the portion of an image, which contains the difference between two images, is

stored. Additionally, Chida teaches that if there are no differences between the two low

resolution images, then "the next whole image is inputted" and the previous image is
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discarded and nothing is stored. See coL 12 lines 12-14. In contrast, Applicant's claimed

invention teaches "an indication of motion" is represented by a difference between two

frames and when this difference is dejected then the stored data "represents the plurality of

the sequential frames stored at different resolutions/* Thus, whereasCbida reduces the

amount of data to be stored by eliminating or not storing an image unless a difference is

delected and then storing a portion of the image or image section. Applicant's claimed

invention reduced the amount of data to be stored by storing sequential frames while varying

the resolution at which each sequential frame is stored based on detection of a -difference,

which is an indication of motion. Thus, Chida does not leach or suggest Applicant's

invention as set forth in independent claims 1 and 21

.

Accordingly, for the reasons articulated above, independent claims 1 and 21 are now

in condition for allowance and, hence. Applicant requests withdrawal of Examiner's rejection

of independent claims 1 and 21 and full allowance of same.

With respect to new claim 22, Chida teaches that a high resolution still image "is to be

a reference image*". See coL 11 lines 59-61 and coL 12 lines 6-1 J. in contrast Applicant's

claimed invention as set forth in claim 22 teaches "storing the reference frame at the reduced

resolution . . Thus, claim 22 is in condition for allowance.

With respect to claims 23 and 24, Chida teaches that "a whole image of low resolution

is" captured and "another whole image of low resolution" is captured. See coL 11 lines 63-

66. Chida teaches that these two images "are compared and the differences between them are

determined . .
-~ Then the portion of the image containing the difference is identified and a

new higher resolution image section is captured, wherein the higher resolution image section

is only a portion of the lower resolution image. See col. 12 y lines 3-6. Thus, Chida requires

first capturing and comparing images at a lower resolution and then recapturing a portion of

the low-resolution image at a higher resolution when a difference is detected. Therefore,

Chida specifically teaches that each image (wherein a difference is detected) is operated upon

using at least two different levels of resolutions. Chida^s teaching and requirement of using

at least two resolutions teaches away from Applicant's claimed invention (set forth in daims

22 and 23) of efficiently operating upon and storing images in one of two resolutions. Thus,

claims 23 and 24 are not taught or suggested by Chida and are in condition for allowance.

Claims 2-9 depend from and further limit independent claim 1 and, hence, are also in

condition for allowance. Accordingly. Applicant requests withdrawal or Examiner's

rejection of claims 2-9 and full allowance of same.
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In addition to the reasons for allowance set forth above with respect to claims 22-24 t

claims 22-24 also depend from and further limit independent claim 1 and, hence, are also in

condition for aJlowance and Applicant respectfully requests full allowance of same-

All objections and rejections having been addressed* and in view of the foregoing, the

claims are believed to be in form for allowance, and such action is hereby solicited. If any

points remain in issue which the Examiner feels may be best resolved through a personal or

telephone interview, he or she is kindly requested to contact the undersigned at the telephone

number listed below.

Respectfully submiued t

For DAVID A. JAKOPIN, Reg, No. 32,995

Teh No. 650 233.4661

WINTHROP SHAW PITTIVIAN LLP

604Q6?94

Date: May 4, 2005
2475 Hanover Street

Palo Alto, CA 94304-3134

(650) 233-4500
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